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Objective. To develop, implement, and review a competence-assessment program to identify students at risk of underperforming at advanced pharmacy practice experience (APPE) sites and to facilitate remediation before they assume responsibility for patient care.

Design. As part of the standardized client program, pharmacy students were examined in realistic live client-encounter simulations. Authentic scenarios were developed, and actors were recruited and trained to portray clients so students could be examined solving multiple pharmacy problems. Evaluations of students were conducted in the broad areas of knowledge and live performance.

Assessment. Measurements included student-experience survey instruments used to evaluate case realism and challenge; videos used to determine the fidelity of standardized clients, and clerkship performance predictions used to identify students who required individual attention and improvement prior to clerkship courses.

Conclusions. The assessment program showed promise as a means of discriminating between students who are prepared for APPEs and those at risk for underperforming.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2007, the University of Kansas School of Pharmacy (KU) developed a live competence-assessment program using unabridged whole cases to assess the practice competence of students. It was developed to better address new Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE) standards, which were adopted in December 2006.1 Whereas knowledge of pharmaceutical science had long been the core of assessment plans in colleges and schools of pharmacy, the new standards emphasized translation into patient care. The assessment goal was to determine student competence in translating knowledge into practice and to identify students at risk of underperforming in clerkships. To accomplish these objectives, the program placed students in a series of authentic simulated live clinical encounters with standardized clients representing a broad spectrum of pharmacy care and measured their actions directly. A standardized client is a live actor trained to perform a specific client role repeatedly. The term client is used because many significant encounters are with people other than patients, such as physicians, nurses and family members.

In-class role-plays, laboratory simulations, and objective structured clinical examinations (OSCEs) are among several methods for assessing clinical competence during performance, but these are more remote from actual practice than are whole-case live encounters. Epstein and Hundert suggest that the best examination settings for assessing competence would attempt to emulate real practice.2 In current literature, use of the term OSCE fails to distinguish between examinations using whole or discrete skill-based cases and does not require live performance. Schuwirth and colleagues concluded that competence decisions made using only discrete-skill OSCEs have limited psychometric value to assess competence in solving practice problems.3,4 This difference is analogous to assessing a student taking a sphygmomometer blood pressure measurement on a partner in a laboratory exercise compared with assessing a student conducting an evaluation of a hypertensive patient who is fearful of the results in a medication therapy management clinic.5,6 Moreover, other researchers suggest that validity is increased when students are tested in realistic conditions.4,7 Variability and unpredictability of live examinations and intermittent availability of patients are limitations of testing with patients in real settings. These limits have given rise to the development of assessment methods in medical education using stand-in performers.8,9
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Authentic whole-case live encounters using performers have proliferated in medical schools and licensing examinations since first being introduced in 1964.\textsuperscript{7,10-12} Colleges and schools of pharmacy have adapted and refined the innovation for use in performance-based assessment of pharmacy students.\textsuperscript{13,14} The more inclusive term standardized client was chosen for the Kansas program to accommodate a broader set of assessment scenarios. By the early 2000s, US and Canadian medical and Canadian pharmacy license examinations required candidates to complete simulated live clinical encounters.\textsuperscript{15-17} Advantages of whole-case live assessments are highlighted by two general bodies of evidence in educational research. First, clinical experience suggests that competence should be measured while candidates are attempting to solve clinical problems, not only when demonstrating discrete skills.\textsuperscript{2,18} Second, in higher education, whole cases provide valid measures of competency and to also serve positively impact student learning.\textsuperscript{19-21} Messic and others suggest that learning is a consequence of assessment, and that an assessment program can be designed not only to measure competence but also to generate desirable outcomes.\textsuperscript{22-24} Whereas OSCE-style task assessments have been used historically to determine if specific skills have been mastered in KU pharmacy teaching laboratories, adding a live, whole-case standardized client program has afforded evaluation of problem solving, which is a higher-level composite set of these skills.

Assessment of both pharmacy knowledge and actions are combined in the KU program, which is illustrated with Miller’s Pyramid (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{25} Starting from the pyramid base, “knows” and “knows how” are represented by computer-based examinations of case-specific knowledge of the drugs, disease states, and practice knowledge required in each case given immediately before and after a live encounter. Next, “shows how” is represented by actual case-specific student performance. Standardized client observations are documented immediately after the encounter to assess the student’s pharmacy actions and communication. The entire examination up to this point is constructed to represent the most potentially realistic, valid, and reliable encounters achievable within the school environment where the assessment can be adequately controlled. “Does” is later assessed in actual practice settings. In-school performance examinations supplement and expand the school’s pharmacy practice experience assessments and sample competence in all students on a more equal and reliable basis across a spectrum representative of common practice. Such evaluations have been demonstrated to achieve reliability sufficient to be used for high-stakes decisions on medical student progression.\textsuperscript{26} By assessing students’ competence in live cases early in their school career, there can be time and resources for remediation.\textsuperscript{2}

**DESIGN**

The University of Kansas School of Pharmacy provides rigorous professional training founded on pharmaceutical disciplines. Whereas assessment activity has focused on traditional multiple-choice assessments of knowledge, which are well-established as a measure of important pharmacy school outcomes, adding live performance examinations required the expansion of assessment activity. Van der Vleuten and colleagues report strong documentation in the performance-assessment

---

**Figure 1. Miller’s Pyramid applied to the Kansas School of Pharmacy Standardized Client Program.**\textsuperscript{a}
literature that competence is specific, not generic, and thus, must be assessed in significant contexts.\textsuperscript{27}

The University of Kansas School of Pharmacy created a program with 10 discrete critical components that can be seen as separate parts of work, each of which is subject to review and adjustment. There are 3 professional components requiring experienced pharmacists and pharmacy faculty members, and 7 administrative components requiring a standardized-client methodologist (Table 1).

Professional Components

The school’s educational outcomes, within ACPE accreditation standards, were used as the examination framework, which was known as a blueprint.\textsuperscript{26,28} The KU blueprint was developed to ensure that performance would be sampled in the school’s significant outcome domains and that it would represent practice settings in proportion to historical graduate placement (75% community:25% health system) and practice activity classifications.\textsuperscript{29,30} For the pilot examination in 2007, 2 cases were designed by staff members along with 2 faculty members, and used for the class of 2008 (N=103). Students counseled a distracted mother (community setting) and resolved an overlooked allergy with a “grumpy” doctor (institutional setting). Four cases were used for each examination in subsequent years.

Cases were designed to place students in specific and standard situations in which successful resolution of pharmacy problems depended on the display of professional competence at the student’s current training level. Each case consisted of a scenario and an assessment. The scenario captured pharmacy problems so they could be represented in encounters between the student-as-pharmacist and the standardized client. Assessment captures the data regarding the specific pharmacist actions and quality of communication needed to resolve the cases through the use of checklists. For example, in 2 pilot cases, the standardized client documented after each encounter whether the student “asked the mother to demonstrate understanding of antibiotic prescription counseling” or “identified the glucose control issue to the physician before suggesting a solution.” Actions were to be objectively and precisely stated so they could be reliably observed and accurately recorded by non-pharmacist standardized clients.\textsuperscript{31} A communication scale common to all cases was adapted to assess communication\textsuperscript{32,33}; standardized clients have been shown to rate student communication reliably.\textsuperscript{34,35} The pilot cases required an inordinate amount of time, highlighting the need for additional help in framing more cases.

Four hundred fifty-seven of the school’s preceptors were invited to volunteer for single-day collaborative workgroup sessions. Over a 4-year period, the 26 (6%) preceptors who were able to attend 1 or more of the 10 scheduled workgroups per year developed 24 cases. Each case was framed in 5 segments: (1) problems and scenario; (2) pharmacist and standardized client actions; (3) review and assessment; (4) item standards; and (5) case standards. Because student performance in standardized client cases might be limited by knowledge of the science and appropriate practice actions to resolve the problems, case-specific measurement of knowledge was also developed.

Table 1. Ten Essential Components of Standardized Client Program Development and Delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>School outcomes required for graduation and subsequent examination blueprint. Cases developed to blueprint of outcomes. Design includes practitioners from community. Students rated as pass or fail. Failing students have student-specific education plans developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competencies and blueprint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>Includes program director, floor manager, and standardized clients as a minimum. Examination scheduled for classes of 170 over 10 days, around quizzes and examinations; can use general laboratory space or dedicated standardized client assessment rooms. Funding comes from dean’s office and includes operational and personnel costs. Reliably and consistently done by standardized client after encounters; validated by postexamination review of recordings. Standardized clients recruited to portray various client roles; advertisements and word-of-mouth both important. Standardized clients extensively trained to portray cases and score live student performances accurately and consistently. Shared responsibility of director and floor manager includes direction of student movement and supply provision (labeled vials, drug information, etc).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility and logistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and budget</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoring and video management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruiting standardized clients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as part of each case. Practice knowledge and core science knowledge questions specific to each case were written by school faculty members and included before and after the standardized client encounter (Table 1).

Knowledge-based results from core science and practice-knowledge domains, and performance-based results from action and communication domains were reported from each examination. The minimal competence cut point was the average of each of the student’s case scores by domain. Cut points were set as part of case development, with linear regression statistics on judgments made about whole student performances using defensible methods based on those described by Boulet and colleagues. The judgments came from case framers who classified representative checklists of student performances as “qualified” or “unqualified” at the student’s grade level. Judging for a communication cut point was made by standardized clients during the examination using the same statistics.

By 2 weeks after the examination, an individual report was sent to each student with the percentage of all points achieved in each domain, the class average, and whether there was a qualified demonstration. Students who failed in 1 domain were asked to create an individual educational plan with the associate dean for academic affairs for improvement based on their practice opportunities. Individual results were also reported to the school’s assessment committee. Composite results from each student’s 3 examinations across 3 years served as a threshold of readiness to begin advanced pharmacy practice experiences (APPEs) and were used to inform the school’s curriculum committee.

**Administrative Components**

Management of the new standardized client program was determined to be best provided by a director without other substantial responsibilities. One additional part-time staff member was added to the KU program after the pilot to manage student flow and place and remove case-specific documents and props during examinations. Standardized clients were considered temporary employees of the university but could be recruited to fill recurring roles.

Dedicated space that was configured so examinees did not overhear each other was a requirement on examination days. The space could be either program-managed or shared. Examinations for the 3 grade levels at KU were spread out to maximize use of space, staff, and ideal times for students. After the pilot year, each examination consisted of 4 cases for each student administered simultaneously to a wave of 4 students. This required forty-three 105-minute waves for the class of 170 students. Given that 4 waves took one 8-hour workday, the entire examination required 11 days. The first 9 examinations in the KU program were staged in shared pharmacy skills laboratory space and moved to a program-dedicated newly constructed space that opened in 2010. Program staff salary made up the majority of the program’s expense after initial fixed costs for supplies and equipment, such as cameras and storage media. Program financing came from a central administrative source (dean’s office) since the examination measures programmatic student outcomes.

Before each encounter, students completed the computer-aided knowledge assessment; after each encounter, students completed the core science assessment and the standardized client entered observations of pharmacist actions and communication responses (Table 2). Scores were expressed as percentages of possible points. Data for these scores were retained long-term in a Web-based database developed within the school and were used to create the reports previously described. Quality assurance studies were conducted on each standardized client in each examination. A sample of video recordings was observed and used to assess the quality of case presentation and student scoring by standardized clients and to train future uses of the same case. Video data were also retained as a long-term record of examination results.

The standardized client program needed to find people who could faithfully represent the assigned client profile while observing student performance accurately, lead student discussions, and be willing to work only 2 weeks annually. The program sought qualified people who were interested in this educational work and had control over their occupational life and personal time. Standardized clients serve well as recruiters because they often know

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examination Block, Minutes</th>
<th>Student Skill</th>
<th>Standardized Client Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>Practice knowledge (computer format)</td>
<td>Wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 10</td>
<td>Instructions (computer format)</td>
<td>Wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 15</td>
<td>Encounter (live)</td>
<td>Encounter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 - 20</td>
<td>Core science knowledge (computer format)</td>
<td>Observation data entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 - 25</td>
<td>Post-encounter discussion (live)</td>
<td>Lead post-encounter discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
people who have similar interests. To begin recruitment for our new program, an advertisement was placed in a news section of the local newspaper seeking “itinerant educators,” which yielded an abundant supply of qualified applicants who were satisfied to work once a year. Occasional advertisements of this type along with a recruitment pool from the university’s human resources Web site produced over 30 qualified standardized clients in 3 years.

Training for standardized clients involved teaching them to realistically and consistently represent their respective cases, simultaneously observe and reliably document student performance, and lead post-encounter discussions. They were trained at the school using video recordings from previous examinations and repetitious practice with staff members who role-played students for new cases. The typical training time for a standardized client was 10 hours over 4 sessions; less training time was needed for returning standardized clients. A floor manager was needed during examinations to direct students and to stage case-specific details, such as placement and removal of prescriptions, vials, and other dated medication records for as many as 100 encounters in a workday. The director provided floor management for the pilot examination but later transitioned this responsibility to an administrative support staff person, while remaining available as a backup. Other management duties for this support person included scheduling students for the examination, labeling their video files, and role-playing students in standardized client training.

EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT

Fifteen assessment examinations covering students in their first through third years of the doctor of pharmacy (PharmD) program have been conducted to date, producing more than 1,300 student assessments and 5,000 discrete case encounters. The program was evaluated using 4 metrics. For the first metric (student satisfaction), over 90% of students in all 15 examinations agreed that the “case portrayals were realistic” and “the exam challenged me to think critically.” To assess the standardized client case performance for fidelity to ensure it was consistent across students, over 90% of the case-specific standardized client performance targets were performed in a 10% sample of video recordings of each standardized client’s work.

Another metric was to assess how accurately each standardized client had observed and documented what students did in the encounters. In the first examination, the standardized clients averaged 83% accuracy and in the 14 subsequent examinations, they averaged 95% when yes/no responses were compared for agreement with independent observers in the sample review of video recordings. In the final metric, student scores were used to identify individual students at risk of performing poorly in APPEs. Students who scored below passing on each examination domain were compared with students whose performance raised academic concerns during the experiences. Academic concern was defined as any issue requiring a pharmacy practice site intervention by the APPE director after student performance or behavior had been questioned by preceptors. Five out of 10 students in the class of 2012 who experienced notable difficulties in APPEs had also failed to establish competence in 1 or more domains in the last of their 3 examinations administered in the month before they started their APPEs. Moreover, 4 of those 5 had also been identified 2 years earlier in their first examination.

DISCUSSION

Student reports of high satisfaction with case realism and challenge following their participation in the KU program suggest that the students experienced meaningful simulation of the practice environment. Possible reasons that the students took the simulations seriously could be because they were being assessed, because the scenarios closely approximated professional encounters seen at clerk/technician sites, and because the simulation examinations had been described in practice classes and heard about from peers. Validity of the examination used to assess competence is also supported by high measures of standardized client case performance fidelity and observation accuracy. For fidelity, a case was required to have been presented in essentially the same way to each student to enable a fair comparison of resultant scores with an a priori standard, the cut point. Potential variation in how the cases were portrayed was quantified and reported so it could be determined if students were assessed with “the same case.” For accuracy, documentation of what students did during encounters relied on high levels of agreement between the observations of the standardized clients and independent observers. Finally, validity was established by precisely identifying low APPE performance. Identifying at-risk students was attempted only anecdotally prior to the assessment of performance in this program. The Associate Dean for Academic Affairs historically had to wait for APPE grades to identify at-risk experiential students, which was too late for remediation prior to on-time graduation. However, now with earlier standardized client examination data, improvement plans can be implemented prior to APPEs to minimize failures and contribute to maintaining and improving preceptor relations.

Standardized clients are a resource of exceptional value to the University of Kansas School of Pharmacy
because they assess skills previously unevaluated during the professional training program. As an added value, appropriately trained standardized clients can also serve as capable educators in reflective discussions after the encounters. This dual purpose creates value for both students and faculty members. One examination in which standardized clients observe, perform, and lead students in discussion can be replicated for multiple students with minimal additional time investment. Early identification of the students who might encounter difficulties later in APPE leaves room for educational remediation that can be delivered efficiently and individually for the few who need it.

Consistent financing is a key to the longevity of any program. Colleges and schools at which examinations develop within a department because of the passion of a single faculty member may struggle for ongoing resources. Central school financing fits well with central authority for assigning high stakes to the examination. Although tempting from a budget perspective, attempting to use faculty for program direction risks creating role conflicts with teaching, service, and scholarship. The director of the KU program came from a standardized patient program in a medical school. The authors suggest that an experienced standardized client methodologist working as dedicated staff or with an outside training consultant is a requirement for success in starting such a broad program.

A drawback in the present program is that it establishes only a pass/fail threshold and is not designed or powered to determine levels of excellence. It is not well-suited for the calculation of scores that translate to letter grades but instead is designed to determine who has reached the minimum threshold of preparation to begin practice experiences. Another possible limitation is that the design and operation of the program requires significant effort, dedicated personnel, and a substantial commitment of resources. At KU, the prediction of APPE failure was considered important enough to justify the administration initiating and continuing to invest in the program. The time commitment required will continue to be reviewed and streamlined to ensure extended viability and success.

SUMMARY

By using independent, highly trained standardized clients and a careful case-development process involving varied stakeholders, the program can be used to assess students performing as pharmacists in practice settings similar to those they are likely to experience in their careers. We were able to predict a substantial percentage of the students likely to perform poorly in practice experiences. The authors believe that this program will ultimately improve the quality of pharmacy care provided by our graduates by identifying and improving students not progressing adequately. The KU School of Pharmacy standardized client assessment program was designed to be portable to other professional schools and is being considered for use by others.
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